Vancouver’s Largest Heart to Heart
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The ChalkTalks Team
Archana Kannan | UBC Geography | Logistics Coordinator | archkann@gmail.com

Originally from Singapore, Archana (Archie) moved to B.C. to begin her post-secondary education studying Human
Geography at the University of British Columbia. Now in her fourth year, Archie has developed a strong passion for
sustainable development and is heavily involved with the UBC Social Enterprise Club. In addition to a deep-rooted
interest in city development, she holds a black belt in Taekwondo and is an experienced Indian Classical dancer.
Archie hopes to one day work with cities to make positive change in our world.

Sophia Larney | UBC Geography | Project Coordinator | sophia.larney@gmail.com

Sophia currently studies Environmental Geography at the University of British Columbia, after moving to Vancouver
from Lethbridge Alberta. Originating from a small town, she understands the importance of meaningful connections in a community. She creates these connections using the power of humour, theatre, and education. Her open
mindedness led her to study high school abroad, which fueled her drive to engage in change. Her education and
passion drew her to CityStudio, where she hopes to generate new relationships within Vancouver’s communities.

Serena Bonneville | SFU Communications | Director of Engagement | serenabonne@gmail.com

Raised in White Rock, Serena, was on a path to study business and play soccer at the University of Calgary. Things
changed when she was diagnosed with Leukaemia and spent most of twelfth grade at BC Children’s Hospital. It
was tough to watch her friends go to university but she was determined to get back on track. She enrolled at UVic
even though she was still undergoing treatment. Serena transferred to SFU Communications, completed her treatment in January 2016 and now works with the Canadian Cancer Society. She is passionate about healthcare.

Calvin Chung | SFU Communications | Lead Design | calvinchung65@gmail.com

Meet Calvin Chung, a man who wants to test the possibilities at CityStudio and see what the students can accomplish. Like anyone, Calvin has an interesting dream job—being a private investigator, because very few things are
cooler than saying “I’m a PI.” He is currently studying in SFU’s communications program, and while private investigation remains a pipe dream, he is investigating opportunities in policing or marketing. This semester he has applied
his keen mind to testing the limits of a project and to explore sustainable solutions.

The ChalkTalks team at Hubbub 9, Dec 1 2017
Pictured left to right: Archana Kannan, Sophia Larney, Serena Bonneville & Calvin Chung
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Project Overview
The purpose of ChalkTalks is to facilitate conversation and connection in the public realm
through the use of participatory chalk walls. By having each chalk wall showcase a different
prompt or question, passerby are encouraged to share their thoughts and experiences. The
prompts are erasable and interchangeable with the idea that the boards can be used to prompt
a variety of thought-provoking responses and conversations.
The project was inspired by Candy Chang’s “Before I Die…” walls. Candy Chang is an American
artist who in 2011 created the first “Before I Die…” wall in New Orleans. Chang describes the
walls as a “participatory public art project” that reveal different communities’ “longings, anxieties, joys, and struggles.” The walls work to “explore how public space can cultivate self-examination and empathy among neighbours.” Over 200 of Candy Chang’s walls have been created
in over 70 countries across the world in showcasing more than 35 languages.

Public Mural in Mount Pleasant, Vancouver

By collaborating with staff from the City of Vancouver, CityStudio, and the Vancouver Mural
Fest, our project group was able to create and install four chalk walls onto the pillars under
the south end of Cambie Bridge, using four 4x8 sheets of an aluminum composite material.
Through the implementation of these walls, ChalkTalks aims to test the viability, maintenance,
and reception of chalk walls in the public realm.
Our project was launched on November 24th, through the Bridge Warming event that was hosted by the Fall 2017 student cohort. The event as a whole was hugely successful, with over 350
people in attendance. Our chalk walls were very well received and by the end of the evening,
each board was filled with drawings, confessions, and words of hope, encouragement, vulnerability, and love. We successfully created a participatory art project that was low-stakes and invited the public to engage without any of our project team having to facilitate.

Candy Chang’s original “Before I die Wall” in New Orleans, Louisiana

We thought that the collectiveness and vulnerability of Candy Chang’s project was beautiful.
While she focused directly on conversations about death and mortality, we thought there was
opportunity to create interchangeable prompts that could start a range of conversations.
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With support from the City of Vancouver and CityStudio, we were able to create a stewardship
plan for the walls to exist beyond our semester course. The stewardship plan funds a paid
“Chalk Talks Coordinator” position that will oversee the maintenance and care of the walls over
a 6-month pilot period. The project will culminate in a toolkit that highlights the labour necessary to create and maintain chalk walls, and will act as a resource for future community members to create their own chalk walls in the city and beyond. Ideally, this toolkit will be integrated
into the City of Vancouver Mural Program. The Mural Program is a public art initiative that funds
and supports the implementation of community-created murals. The Program identifies that
the benefits of outdoor murals are to: create landmarks, demonstrate community pride, and
enliven an area. ChalkTalks aims to build on the existing program to include a form or participatory art. We believe that chalk walls are public murals where everyone can be the artist.
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Deep Need

CityStudio Challenge

Our team has identified a need for more lowstakes, participatory art in the city. We feel as
though many underused urban spaces, such
as under the Cambie Street Bridge, add to a
sense of isolation and separation in the city.
With visual and participatory art in this space,
we can bring together transient and isolated
communities by inviting them into a city-wide
dialogue.

The CityStudio Challenge is the project framework students are encouraged to use and follow
for their own group projects. The CityStudio Challenge consists of five project requirements.

STAFF Students collaborate with City of Vancouver staff on projects. These staff can offer
support, expertise, and the tools necessary to get the projects of the ground.
David Lewis | Team Lead, Integrated Graffiti Management Program, City of Vancouver
Under Cambie Street Bridge (South)

As outlined in the Healthy City Strategy (2015), the City of Vancouver has outlined a need to
“cultivate connections” among communities. The strategy also outlines the need for more
platforms for Vancouverites to “express themselves” creatively. We believe that ChalkTalks not
only provides a space for folks to express their thoughts freely and creatively, but also works to
connect strangers through an exposed collectiveness through the responses on the walls.
In the Culture Plan (2008) The City of Vancouver aims to “increase community participation
and engagement in public art.” Participatory art is a beautifully engaging way in which to invite
the local community to participate in conversations about the city, as well as think about how
public art can exist in public space. Our project allows everyone to be the artist, and highlights
the vulnerable and intimate struggles, successes, failures, and opportunities of the people of
our city.
We also identified that, although there are existing toolkits and instructional manuals on how
to create public chalk walls, none outlined the ongoing maintenance beyond installation to the
extent that we thought was necessary. In order for this project to be scalable and recreatable, it
is crucial that there is a cohesive summarization of the maintenance and reception of the walls.

David Lewis has supported our team by providing guidance through the logistics, budget and
material usage necessary for this project. He has provided access to different resources and
contacts that have been used to bring this project into fruition. David has been instrumental in
supporting our team through the budgeting process and was key in approving financial support
for ChalkTalks. Furthermore, David has assisted us in preparing for stewardship and maintenance.
Paul Krueger | Lead Public Space Planner, City of Vancouver
Representing VIVA Vancouver, Paul Krueger brought to light Candy Chang’s “Before I die…” Chalk
Walls as potential inspiration for enlivening the space under the Cambie Street Bridge. With his
guidance and logistical support, the ChalkTalks team was able to produce the four chalkboards
and install them in a short time frame.
Moreover, Paul played a key role in bringing together the Bridge Warming event, during which
ChalkTalks was officially unveiled to the city.
Dane Doleman | Structures Engineer, City of Vancouver
To ensure our project would be structurally sound and to approve our method of implementation, Dane Doleman was consulted. With Dane’s assistance we were able to choose a method
of implementation by using bolts, and request city staff assistance for installation at our site.

Public Mural in Mount Pleasant, Vancouver
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SUPPORT Students must understand and mobilize necessary funding and resources to make
their projects happen.

The City of Vancouver, VIVA Vancouver, Vancouver Mural Program and SFU Semester in Dialogue have been the primary supporters of this project through providing resources, funding
and assistance throughout the building and implementation process.
For our project, we have received financial support from the City of Vancouver amounting to
$3801.21. For a complete breakdown of our budget please see Appendix A.
This funding covers all material and building costs for four chalkboards, as well as the hiring of
a ChalkTalks Coordinator for our six-month stewardship plan. Through our collaboration with
VIVA Vancouver, our projects can contribute to the important work they do to activate and enliven public space. Please see Appendix B for our initial proposal to the City of Vancouver.

STEWARDSHIP By developing relationships with various community stakeholders, students
will identify a steward that can ensure the sustainability of the project upon the completion of
the semester course.

Through the funding we have received from the City of Vancouver, our project will be stewarded
by a paid ChalkTalks Coordinator (CTC). The CTC will maintain, monitor, and evaluate the usage
of the walls over the 6 month pilot period. The coordinator position will be supervised by CityStudio staff, and the CityStudio location at 1800 Spyglass will provide space for the coordinator
to work as well as store supplies for the project. Upon completion of the six-month pilot, the
City of Vancouver, CityStudio, and the ChalkTalks Coordinator will negotiate whether the stewardship will be renewed or if the project will be formally handed over to the City.

SITE Students will launch projects that will exist in a real site in the city that they have identi-

fied as a space for improvement and activation.

With the support of Paul Krueger, our cohort was granted the use of the space under the south
end of the Cambie Bridge (between 1st and 2nd Avenue) for our projects. The permission to

SCALABILITY Students will design and implement projects with the intention that they have

the potential to be scaled for impact.

ChalkTalks Site Map
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Upon completion of the pilot period, the Chalk Talks Coordinator will finalize a toolkit that will
summarize the ChalkTalks project, process, and reception. The toolkit will outline the adaptable
form of the chalk walls so that it can be repeated in locations both like and unlike under the
Cambie Street Bridge. The toolkit, ideally, will be integrated into the Vancouver Mural Program
with the hope that other members of the public can recreate them in their own neighborhoods
with support from the City. The Mural Program funds and supports the implementation of community-created murals. By integrating chalk walls into the existing understanding of public murals, we will create a new, participatory way to showcase identity across the city. The existing
Mural Program funds the creation of murals so long as certain criteria are met. The applicant
must take into account artist fees, location, scale, and maintenance for up to two years. Our
toolkit will not only be used for the Mural Program to identify the criteria for the creation and
maintenance of a chalk wall, but also will act as a resource for community members to refer to.
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Event Reception

Project Barriers & Limitations

During and after the launch of ChalkTalks at Bridge Warming, we noticed an overwhelming
amount of engagement, mostly positive. The chalkboards were used by a wide range of demographics, and it was amazing to see everyone from young children to seniors using the boards.
Since the interaction with the boards was low-stakes and very simple, there was no need for
any facilitation. This seemed to allow people to open up honestly without the feeling of being
watched or judged.

MATERIAL BARRIERS

For the day of the event, we chose four different prompts for the boards. These were:
I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You…
What Would Make You Stay?
What Makes You Smile?
What is Home?
We wanted to come up with different prompts that provoked thought in different ways. Some
were easier,requiring fairly straight-forward answers (such as “What Makes you Smile”) while
others drew deeper, more vulnerable responses (such as “I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You”).
We also wanted to test what kind of structure would encourage the most people to engage
with the walls. Two walls were outfitted with horizontal lines to prompt people to answer in
those spaces, and the other two were left blank underneath the prompts. To our surprise, we
found that boards without the lines to write in received far more responses, and typically more
creative responses. Our two most successful boards in term of number of responses were “I’ve
Been Meaning to Tell You” and “What Makes You Smile?” We believe this is a combination of the
prompts themselves as well as the lack of lines, which acted as a barrier to responses.

We tested the prompt, “I (heart) Vancouver because...” and noticed that it was less engaging
and received more negative responses, therefore was changed to “What would make you stay?”
for the official launch at Bridge Warming.
“I’ve been meaning to tell you...” was one of the more popular prompts. The board was full on
the day of the launch and someone even left an anonymous note tucked underneath.
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The four chalk walls were created using
sheets of an aluminum composite material
called Dibond. Initially, our team wanted to
create two styles of boards using different
materials. We budgeted for building two walls
with Dibond and two walls with prepared and
sanded plywood. Although the materials for
plywood were cheaper than Dibond, we found
that the amount of labour required to spackle,
sand, and prepare the plywood boards made
them a greater expense than the aluminum
composite material.

PLYWOOD BOARDS

DIBOND BOARDS

The Dibond also provided a finished and
professional aesthetic that we thought would
look and last best in the space. Therefore,
we decided to make all four boards from the
aluminum composite material.
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PLACEMENT LIMITATIONS
Due to requirements from the City that the boards be removable, we were limited to both the
size of the chalk walls, as well as how they were affixed. The 4x8 dimensions of each wall limited the number of responses, and also the height of the people using the board.
The boards were affixed in a landscape orientation along the length of the pillars. We considered placing the pillars portrait orientation on the width of the pillars along the path, but decided
against as that would limit the number of people who could engage with the board at the same
time. However, each chalk wall is accessible only by crossing a small portion of gravel that is on
either side of the main path. This means that the boards are not wheelchair accessible.

CONTENT LIMITATIONS
The walls were installed on Thursday, November 23rd in the space underneath the Cambie
Bridge. Between the installation and the writing of this report, chalk has remained on site 24/7
for passerby to write on and engage with the boards. A majority of the responses on the boards
have been positive, but we have noticed that after the Bridge Warming event, more and more
responses have been either negative or inappropriate and have required more monitoring of
the walls. Furthermore, we have found that as the boards fill up, people write and draw on the
pillars themselves, as shown below.

The fact that the boards were drilled into the pillars means there is a potential for them to be
stolen. Aluminum composite is an expensive material that can be difficult to source, thus making it more desirable to steal. By drilling these panels on, it is possible for them to be unbolted
and stolen. Painting directly on the pillars would mitigate this, but we were unable to do so due
to City requirements that the boards be removable.

A comprehensive plan detailing the materials and time necessary for cleaning both the boards
and pillars will be provided for the ChalkTalks Coordinator. Future public chalkboard creators
should take into consideration the size of the board in relation to the site as well as the typical
foot-traffic. You may find that chalkboards need to exceed 4x8 depending on the space due to
heavy usage and popularity.
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Further Questions

Next Steps

How would the process change if repeated?
Would maintenance change in different locations and/or with different materials?
How can negative or offensive responses be mitigated?
How would the process change if walls were installed on private property?
How could walls be more accessible?
Should chalk be accessible 24/7?
How often will the walls need to be washed and monitored?
Should prompts change, and if so, how often?
How will new prompts be chosen?

The ChalkTalks Team will continue to work with CityStudio to ensure that the boards are being
well maintained. Once the stewardship period officially launches, the ChalkTalks Coordinator
will take over all maintenance and responsibility of the boards. David Lewis will remain a key
contact throughout the process of evaluation to discuss what kind of an impact the four chalkboards are having on the community and if any changes need to be made to the maintenance
plans, material choices, or location.
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After the 6 month stewardship plan is complete at the end of June 2018, a final evaluation
meeting will be held wherein the ChalkTalks Coordinator will discuss extension of stewardship
through CityStudio, integration into the City of Vancouver’s Mural Program, and different ways
in which public chalkboards can exist in Vancouver and other communities across Canada.
There is opportunity for the ChalkTalks coordinator to identify other cities and public art pro-
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Appendix A: CHALKTALKS PROJECT BUDGET

Appendix B: INITIAL PROPOSAL TO CITY OF VANCOUVER

Cost

Category/Budget Item

Materials
4x8 3mm Dibond Board (x5)

$732.50

3M VHB Adhesive Tape

$0.00

4x8 1/2 inch Exterior Grade Plywood Boards (x2)

$63.10

Spackling Paste

$26.70

Spacers, Eco fee, Spackle Tool

$19.97

2 gallons Weather Guard Exterior Pre-Tinted Matte Black

$43.90

2 gallons Weather Guard Exterior Pre-Tinted Matte Black

$43.90

1 gallon XIM Bonding Primer

$64.38

1 Gallon Paint Primer, Oil Based Flat Paint (Plywood)

$49.97

Paint Rollers, Paint Sleeves, Tray

$16.68

Paint Rollers sleeves, from Dulux (add this with the 2nd batch order and the line above
later)

$28.12

Chalk Containers (x4)

$8.00

Chalk Sticks (24 pieces)

$4.00

Chalk Sticks (Box of 144 sticks)

$33

Chalk Pens (x2)

$15.00

TOTAL MATERIALS:

$1,149.22

Tax (12%)

$1,287.13

LABOUR
Uno Digital Delivery of Dibond
Installation of chalk walls by CoV Staff

$130.00
TBD

Extra Chalk, paint, sleeves

$200.00

TOTAL LABOUR:

$330.00

Tax (12%)

$369.60

STEWARDSHIP
*6 month Coordinator Contract 4hrs/week @ $20.62/hour

$2,144.48

TOTAL STEWARDSHIP COST:

$2,144.48

*Term of contract: Jan 2nd 2017- Jul 3rd 2018 = 26 weeks

TOTAL OVERALL

$3,801.21

Note:
*Unless otherwise stated under "comments", the ChalkTalks team will purchase the materials
**All costs are excluding taxes
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Appendix B: Continued
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Appendix B: Continued
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Appendix B: Continued
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Appendix B: Continued
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Appendix B: Continued
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Appendix C: BRIDGE WARMING
C1: BRIDGE WARMING POSTER
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C2: MEDIA RELEASE
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C3: MEDIA COVERAGE
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“I pass through this space every day and have
always hoped that something like this would
come alive.” – Anonymous
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“I love the Before I Die walls - so glad that we
have something like them now in our own
city!” – Anonymous
• What is Home?

• What Makes You Smile?

David Lewis, Team Lead
Integrated Graffiti Management Program, City of Vancouver

Archana Kannan
Calvin Chung
Serena Bonneville
Sophia Larney

VIVA Vancouver is a program that transforms road spaces into vibrant
people spaces. In collaboration with community groups, local businesses, and regional partners, VIVA facilitates short- and long-term street closures, creating public
spaces for walking, lounging, and lunching. These spaces enhance the city’s sense of
community, encourage walking and cycling, and benefit local businesses.

CityStudio Vancouver is an innovation and experimentation hub for the City of
Vancouver in collaboration with seven of Vancouver’s post-secondary institutions.
Since 2011 CityStudio has contributed more than 100,000 hours of experiments,
projects and skills training to support City goals and strategies like the Greenest City
Action Plan and Healthy City for All. Learn more @CityStudioVan.

Paul Krueger, Lead Public Space Planner, City of Vancouver

SUPPORT

TEAM

From the moment these chalkboards were put up into the public realm, the
project succeeded in attracting positive participation from all demographics within
the surrounding community. Although there were some negative comments received,
our documentation saw that over 90% of engagement was positive and effective in
facilitating meaningful conversation. Participants drew images, expressed personal
thoughts and even left personalized notes hidden underneath the boards.
Conversation and community engagement was facilitated through this project launch
and we predict that with our 6-month stewardship plan, these boards will continue to
live on as Vancouver’s largest heart to heart.

OUTCOME + IMPACT

• I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You...

• What Would Make You Stay?

Once our implementation was complete, we prototyped various prompts to display
on our boards. After piloting our prompts to the public and analysing responses, we
arrived at 4 thought-provoking prompts which have so far generated the most
positive engagement from the public:

With the support of VIVA Vancouver, we gathered materials necessary to create four
chalk walls. By prototyping different materials, we were able to identify that
aluminum composite boards and latex paint would best achieve a finished and
functional chalkboard with minimal labour. With the help of our stakeholders, we
were able to oversee the drilling of these boards into the pillars underneath the
Cambie Street bridge, ensuring the longevity of our project in this space.

PROCESS

ChalkTalks aims to enliven underused spaces and to inform the public of how
simply implementing a blackboard and chalk, can succeed in bringing joy to the
heart of a community. We were inspired by Candy Chang’s “Before I Die” chalk walls
- a project launched in 2011 in New Orleans. The public participation showcased the
longings, anxieties, joys, and struggles of the community and explored how public
space can cultivate self-examination and empathy among neighbors. We wanted to
create our own version of this in Vancouver, as well as create a comprehensive process
of the logistics, legalities, and maintenance of creating chalkwalls in public space.

The purpose of ChalkTalks is to bring intimate conversations into the public realm
through the use of participatory chalk walls.

PURPOSE

Vancouver’s L argest He ar t to He ar t

CHALKTALKS

C4: SAMPLE CHALKTALKS RESPONSES
Appendix D: CHALKTALKS PROJECT POSTER
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Appendix E: CHALKTALKS TOOLKIT
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Appendix E: Continued
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Appendix E: Continued

Appendix F: REFERENCES
Candy Chang (2011.) Before I Die. Retrieved from: http://beforeidie.city/.
By contacting the Before I Die team, we were able to receive a step-by-step guide on how to
create a chalk wall. This guide can be acquired by contacting hello@beforeidie.city
City of Vancouver, Community Services - Social Policy and Projects (2015). Healthy City Strategy, Four Year Strategy. pp. 26-27, 32-33. Retrieved from: http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/HealthyCity-Strategy-Phase-2-Action-Plan-2015-2018.pdf
The Healthy City Strategy highlights key targets and areas for the city to continue to grow as
a healthy, happy, connected city. For our project we focused particularly on Goal 7: Cultivating
Connections and Goal 10: Expressing Ourselves.
City of Vancouver, (2008). Culture Plan for Vancouver, pp 11-12. Retrieved from: http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/CulturePlan-CulturePlan2008-2018.pdf
The Culture Plan for Vancouver explores public engagement with and funding of various cultural sectors. Our project focused specifically on section 3.5: Vancouver - A Creative City: Valued
and Valuable.
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